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INTRODUCTION
Color sells products. It is a powerful marketing tool that significantly influences
consumer purchases, so much so that it accounts for 85% of the reason why someone decides
to purchase a product (Hemphill 275). Marketers must understand the psychology of color in
order to use iteffectively. Humans associate colors with meanings. These associations are
studied extensively in marketing research. This paper explores how the psychology of color
influences purchasing behavior as it pertains to product design, company branding, and the
consumer. Nearly all products sold today have colorful facades. Selecting the right colors to
use has an enormous impact on product sales. While no single set of rules governs color
choices, research has established general guidelines based on the principle of associative
learning, the relationship between color and emotion.
The project outline is focusing the physiological effect of colour for influences or
attract consumer. The determination how colour associations for product and shopping
environments. Consumers will attribute personality traits to brands through the use colour in
the logo. However from that creating the new brand strategy such as building the brand
strategy around the core values, research in the brand strategy and forming the brand promise.
Colour theory a primary colour is a colour that cannot be made from a combination of any
other colours. Tertiary colour is a combination of three colours (primary or secondary).
Printers and artists have different definitions for primary colours. The traditional primary
colours that painters have used are red, yellow and blue. These two primary colour systems
obviously do not agree. Additive and subtractive are two primary methods for reproducing a
range of colour and from that can get a new fresh colour.
The problem statement is not consistent colour in every branch. This research purpose
is to unite or unify colour in all aspect to reflect identity a Kip Mart company that is
distinctive.
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